
Research mentor evaluation 

Faculty member being observed:

Lab/Setting:

Date:

Mentor is available for formal/informal  
meetings with trainee

Strongly  
agree - 5

Agree - 4 Neutral - 3  Disagree - 2 Strongly 
disagree - 1

Mentor is available for prompt, critical  
review of drafts of manuscripts, etc.

Support/guidance (mentor provides thoughtful  
advice and offers constructive feedback)

Respect (mentor shows respect and consideration 
for trainee as an  individual and a colleague;   
is professional)

Independence (mentor encourages inventiveness, 
helps develop trainee's capacity for theoretical  
reason and data interpretation)   

Research environment (facilities, # of patients, 
specimens, equipment etc. are adequate for the  
research project)

Comments:

  
Please return form to: 
  

n/a

  
Evaluator: Fellow Graduate student Undergraduate studentResident

Research environment (productive and  
collaborative interactions with other trainees; 
directed to other faculty as appropriate)

Integrity and research quality (mentor promotes  
and adheres to high standards of integrity, rigor  
and excellence in research)

Credit for work done (mentor acknowledges the  
contributions of the trainee)

Productivity (trainee's research efforts will likely  
result/have resulted in first author abstracts or  
manuscripts)

Career development (provides counsel,  
opportunities, maintains balance between 
supporting his/her research and developing  
trainee's career)

Medical student


Research mentor evaluation 
Mentor is available for formal/informal 
meetings with trainee
Strongly 
agree - 5
Agree - 4
Neutral - 3
 Disagree - 2
Strongly
disagree - 1
Mentor is available for prompt, critical 
review of drafts of manuscripts, etc.
Support/guidance (mentor provides thoughtful 
advice and offers constructive feedback)
Respect (mentor shows respect and consideration
for trainee as an  individual and a colleague;  
is professional)
Independence (mentor encourages inventiveness,
helps develop trainee's capacity for theoretical 
reason and data interpretation)   
Research environment (facilities, # of patients,
specimens, equipment etc. are adequate for the 
research project)
n/a
 
Evaluator:
Research environment (productive and 
collaborative interactions with other trainees;
directed to other faculty as appropriate)
Integrity and research quality (mentor promotes 
and adheres to high standards of integrity, rigor 
and excellence in research)
Credit for work done (mentor acknowledges the 
contributions of the trainee)
Productivity (trainee's research efforts will likely 
result/have resulted in first author abstracts or 
manuscripts)
Career development (provides counsel, 
opportunities, maintains balance between
supporting his/her research and developing 
trainee's career)
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